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Reaction processes among self-propelled
particles†

Fernando Peruani *a and Gustavo J. Sibona *b

We study a system of self-propelled disks that perform run-and-tumble motion, where particles can

adopt more than one internal state. One of those internal states can be transmitted to other particle if

the particle carrying this state maintains physical contact with another particle for a finite period of time.

We refer to this process as a reaction process and to the different internal states as particle species,

making an analogy to chemical reactions. The studied system may fall into an absorbing phase, where

due to the disappearance of one of the particle species no further reaction can occur, or may remain

in an active phase where particles constantly react. By combining individual-based simulations and

mean-field arguments, we study the dependency of the equilibrium densities of particle species on

motility parameters, specifically the active speed v0 and tumbling frequency l. We find that the

equilibrium densities of particle species exhibit two very distinct, non-trivial scaling regimes, with v0 and

l depending on whether the system is in the so-called ballistic or diffusive regime. Our mean-field

estimates lead to an effective renormalization of reaction rates that allow building the phase-diagram

v0–l that separates the absorbing and active phases. We find an excellent agreement between numerical

simulations and mean-field estimates. This study is a necessary step towards an understanding of phase

transitions into absorbing states in active systems and sheds light on the spreading of information/

signaling among moving elements.

1 Introduction

Systems of self-propelled particles are found in biology across
scales, from bacteria1–3 to animal groups.4,5 There exist also
man-made self-propelled systems such as chemically driven
particles,6,7 vibration-driven disks8 and various types of active
rollers,9,10 among many other examples. Requiring particles to
convert energy into work to self-propel in dissipative media,
self-propelled particle systems are intrinsically nonequilibrium
systems.11–13 Given the nonequilibrium nature of these systems,
self-propelled particle systems display a large variety of phenomena
that cannot be found in equilibrium systems: for instance, the
spontaneous, self-organized emergence of long-range order in
the form of large-scale collective motion in two-dimensions that
was initially found in models14–16 and later confirmed to exist in
real-world systems.8,9,17 It is worth noting that it was recently
observed that the presence of spatial heterogeneities such as
imperfections on the substrate where particles move – typically
present in real systems – prevents the emergence of large-scale

collective motion.18,19 Not surprisingly, most experimental self-
propelled systems do not display global collective motion and
particle motion remains diffusive at large time scales.1–3,6 However,
even in the absence of global order, the self-propulsion of active
particles induces remarkable nonequilibrium features such as non-
equilibrium clustering,3,20–22 nonequilibrium phase-separation,23–25

and enhanced sedimentation.26

Here, we aim at studying the spreading of information/
signaling among actively moving units that do not display large-
scale order. With this goal in mind, we analyze a system of self-
propelled disks that perform run-and-tumble motion, where
particles can adopt more than one internal state, see Fig. 1. One
of those internal states can be transmitted to other disk if the
disk carrying this state maintains physical contact with another
disk for a finite period of time. Making an analogy to chemical
reactions, we refer to this process as a reaction process and say
that particles in the same internal state belong to the same
particle species. The objective of the current study is to under-
stand how the steady state densities of particle species depend
on the motility parameters of the self-propelled disks – shedding
light on the way information spreads in active systems – in the
context of reaction processes with an absorbing state. It is
worth recalling that phase transitions into absorbing states are
one of the fundamental problems in non-equilibrium statistical
physics.27–29 Here we intend to make a first step towards
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understanding how activity in the form of self-propulsion
affects this classical problem of nonequilibrium statistical
physics. It is important to stress that the understanding of
the role of particle motion in reaction processes is key to a large
number of applications beyond the context of active systems.
For instance, it is well-known that the average concentration of
(non-self-propelled) chemical elements depends on how the
system is stirred.30,31 In ecology, the mobility of individuals
affects the level of biodiversity.32,33 In epidemics, it has been
shown that the motion of individuals impacts the statistics
of disease outbreaks.34–39 In microbiology, the spreading of
pathogens40,41 and the spatial distribution of gene expressions
and cell types32,42 are known to be correlated with cell motility.
Finally, in the context of social dynamics, it has been shown
that moving-agent models can be used as a proxy to mimic
realistic social dynamics,43 which paved the way for studying
opinion dynamics in moving-agent systems.44,45 In summary,
studying how the spreading of information/signaling is affected
by the motility parameters of active particles is a fundamental
problem in active matter – and in the broad context of non-
equilibrium statistical mechanics – which may have important
implications for a large number of applications.

2 Model definition
2.1 Particle motion

We consider, as in ref. 46, a two-dimensional system of N self-
propelled disks moving in a box of linear size L with periodic
boundary conditions. The equation of motion of the ith disk is
given by:

_xiðtÞ ¼ v0v yið Þ �
X
jai

rU xiðtÞ; xjðtÞ
� �

; (1)

where xi(t) is the position of the particle, v0 is the active speed,
and v(yi) = (cos(yi), sin(yi)), with yi being the angle that denotes the
propulsion direction. The propulsion direction yi obeys a classical
Poissonian process: at rate l – which we refer to as the tumbling
frequency – a new angle is selected from the interval [0,2p). This
defines a classical run-and-tumble process,47,48 whose distribution
p(yi,t) obeys @tp yi; tð Þ ¼ �lp yi; tð Þ þ

Ð
dy0T y0 ! yið Þp y0; tð Þ, where

T y0 ! yið Þ ¼ l
2p

is the transition probability from y0 - yi. Note

that p yi; t!1ð Þ ¼ 1

2p
and the particle stays in a given direction

a characteristic time l�1. In between turnings, particles interact
through a soft-core potential, U, which penalizes particle over-
lapping. In particular, we implement a two-body repulsive
potential, which depends on the distance between the centers
of mass of the two disks as follows:

U x; x0ð Þ ¼
a v0ð Þ

x� x0j j
2r

� ��b
�1

" #
if x� x0j jo 2r

0 if x� x0j j � 2r

8>><
>>: (2)

where r is the radius of the disks, b is a constant, and a(v0) is a
linear function of v0, a(v0) = c1 + c0v0 such that the maximum
overlapping area between two agents is independent of v0. By
appropriately choosing the units of a, we have absorbed the
mobility constant in such a way that rU has units of speed
instead of force. Note that b controls how soft/hard the
potential U is – it becomes increasingly harder as b is increased.
In the following we fix the parameters r = 1, c0 = 1.62 (in units of
distance), c1 = 10�4 (in units of speed squared), b = 1, and the
density d0 = N/L2 = 0.045, ensuring that for the explored ranges
of v0 and l the system remains in the gas phase. Under these
conditions, the motion of the self-propelled disks can be
approximated by Fürth’s formula:

x2ðtÞ
� �

’ 2
v0

2

l2
lt� 1þ e�lt
� �

; (3)

and thus, for t { l�1 we can consider that particles move
ballistically at speed v0, while for t c l�1 their motion is
characterized by the diffusion coefficient D = (v0l

�1)/2.

2.2 Reaction processes

Our intention is to make a necessary step towards an under-
standing of phase transitions into absorbing states by studying
the dependencies of the equilibrium densities of particle
species on motility parameters. Given our goal, any reaction
process with an absorbing state serves our purpose. Proto-
typical examples of such reaction processes are – using the
terminology of epidemics49 – the Susceptible–Infected–Susceptible
(SIS) reaction, which defines the so-called contact process in
physics,27–29 or the Susceptible–Infected–Recovered–Susceptible
(SIRS) dynamics, which defines a simple spatially extended excitable
system, e.g. the Forest-Fire model.27,28 Note that though here we use
the terminology of epidemics, many physical systems fall into the
same universality class as indicated in ref. 27. Given that for dilute
systems, we expect the SIRS model to behave as the SIS model for
fast R - S transitions, and to recover the SIR model in the absence
of such transitions. Thus, to remain as general as possible, we
choose the SIRS model, whose dynamics is defined by:

Sþ I !a 2I; I !b R; R !g S; (4)

where a, b, and g are (constant) transition rates. Note that the
reaction S + I - 2I to occur requires a particle of the species ‘‘S’’

Fig. 1 The figure shows two scenarios (a and b) where a red agent
‘‘activates’’ a blue agent after an encounter/collision among the two
agents. In (a) particles move in straight trajectories (ballistic regime) in
between collisions, while in (b) particles perform several turns (diffusive
regime). Note that in an over-damped dynamics a collision event lasts a
finite time. Importantly, the steady state densities of particle species (e.g.
densities of red and blue agents) depend on the motility parameters of the
active particles, namely active speed v0 and tumbling frequency l. For
movies, see the ESI.†
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and a particle of the species ‘‘I’’ to maintain physical contact for
a finite time. We say that two particles are in physical contact
whenever the centers of mass of these two particles, e.g. x and x0

are such that U(x, x0) 4 0. Note that since we are considering
active particles that obey an over-damped dynamics, see
eqn (1), collisions are not instantaneous and last a finite time;
thus, during a collision particles maintain physical contact. In
the following, without loss of generality we fix b�1 = 200 and
g�1 = 500 (in arbitrary time units) and vary the reaction rate a
since it is the only rate connected to a transition that is affected
by particle motion.

3 Mean-field

At higher densities and active speeds, a system of self-propelled
disks can undergo a phase separation.23,24 However, here we
use parameters that ensure that the system remains in a gas-
like phase, where clusters are small, collisions are mainly
binary, and the system is well-mixed. Under these conditions,
the temporal evolution of the densities of particle species S, I
and R can be described by a mean-field approach of the form:

_rS = g(1 � rS � rI) � c(v0,l,a)R(d0,v0,l)rIrS, (5)

_rI = c(v0,l,a)R(d0,v0,l)rIrS � brI, (6)

where the dot denotes the time derivative and rS, rI, and rR are
normalized densities such that rS + rI + rR = 1; the actual
densities correspond to rkd0, with k A {S,I,R} and d0 = N/L2 the
(global) density of particles. Note that in deriving eqn (5) and
(6) we have used that due to particle conservation rR = 1 �
(rS + rI). For details on the derivation of population mean-field
models, see e.g. ref. 49. It is important to understand that in a
standard all-to-all mean-field scheme the expected term in
front of rIrS in eqn (5) and (6) is a times a constant (i.e. N for
N c 1). However, here due to the active motion of the disks,
particles are rarely in contact, and when they do it, it is only for
a short period of time. The question we pose is then how to
effectively renormalize the transition rate I - S and how such
an effective transition rate depends on the motility parameters.
To compute an effective transition rate, we need to estimate the
rate at which particles meet – let us call this rate the collision
frequency and denote it by R(d0,v0,l) – and the probability that a
reaction I - S occurs for a random encounter between a
particle S and a particle I; let us use the symbol c(v0,l,a) to
refer to this probability. In summary, R(d0,v0,l)c(v0,l,a) defines
the effective transition rate I - S. Now, let us assume we know
R and c (we estimate both of them below). It is straightforward
to verify that eqn (5) and (6) have two steady states. One of these
states, often referred to as the absorbing phase, is given by
rS(t - N) = 1 and rI(t - N) = 0. The other one, called the
active phase, is given by:

rSðt!1Þ ¼ rS
� ¼ b

c v0; l; að ÞR d0; v0; lð Þ; (7)

rIðt!1Þ ¼ rI
� ¼ g

gþ b
1� rSðt!1Þð Þ: (8)

Strictly speaking, eqn (7) and (8) correspond to the (active) steady
states of an infinite system of density d0. Finite size fluctuations,
which we have neglected here, may lead to deviation of mean-field
predictions. The linear stability analysis around the absorbing
state (rS = 1, rI = 0) – obtained by inserting rS = 1 � d(t) and
rI = d(t) into eqn (8) and keeping linear terms in d – provides
the following condition (within the mean-field approximation)
for the existence of the active phase:

c(v0,l,a)R(d0,v0,l) 4 b. (9)

In the following, we provide estimates for R(d0,v0,l) and
c(v0,l,a).

3.1 Time in between collisions – estimating R

To estimate R(d0,v0,l), we consider that there are two clearly
distinct regimes that we can identify by constructing a dimen-
sionless quantity (lball/lr) that results from the ratio between
two characteristic length scales in the system: the characteristic
distance lr in between particles – neglecting clustering effects
and assuming a homogeneous distribution of particles – which

is given by lr ¼ 1
� ffiffiffiffiffi

d0
p

, and the typical distance lball that
particles move in straight lines (i.e. the typical distance in
between two tumbling events). Since the typical time in
between tumbling events is l�1, lball = v0l

�1. Now, we are in a
position to define the ballistic and diffusive spreading regimes. We
define ballistic spreading as the regime in which we can ensure
that in between collisions active particles move ballistically, i.e. in
straight lines. The condition for this regime is given by:

lball
�
lr ¼ v0l�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
d0

p
� 1: (10)

Under this condition, we can make use of kinetic gas theory50 and
approximate R(d0,v0,l) as:

R(r,v0,l) B v0s0d0, (11)

where s0 = 4r is the scattering cross section of particles (v0 and
d0 were defined above). The diffusive spreading regime corre-
sponds to the opposite limit: lball/lr { 1. In this regime, active
particles perform several tumbling events in between collisions.
This implies that the time in between collisions is much larger
than l�1, which according to eqn (3) means that the active
particles are deep inside the diffusive regime. In other words,
the time in between collisions is dictated by a diffusive process
characterized by the diffusion constant D, whose expression
was given above after eqn (3). To estimate the time in between
collisions – let us refer to it as t – we consider that the centers of
mass of two neighboring self-propelled disks are separated by
an average distance 1

� ffiffiffiffiffi
d0
p

and that the average distance the

disks have to travel to collide is 1
� ffiffiffiffiffi

d0
p
� 2r, since the disks

have a radius r. Then, under the assumption that we are in the

diffusive regime, we expect t to be such that 1
� ffiffiffiffiffi

d0
p
� 2r

� �2’ Dt.
Thus, the collision frequency R, which is the inverse of t, takes
the form:

R d0; v0; lð Þ � v0
2l�1

1ffiffiffiffiffi
d0
p � 2r

� ��2
: (12)
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Note that the above expression is only an approximation. A rigorous
calculation of the collision frequency would require solving a first
passage time problem; for details see ref. 28 and 51.

3.2 Collision duration – estimating w

A collision between two particles is a relatively slow process in
which particles stay in contact – understanding by this that the
potential energy U between the two particles is larger than 0 –
for a finite time o. By looking at histograms of o in simula-
tions, we learn that o is exponentially distributed – meaning
that p(o) = exp(�o/hoi)/hoi – see the inset in Fig. 2. Further-
more, by performing a systematic study of hoi vs. v0, Fig. 2, we
find that hoi follows a power-law with v0:

hoi = kv�x0 , (13)

with k = 1.18 and x = 0.957 for l�1 larger than r/v0.‡ Knowing
the statistics of o, now we can focus on obtaining an estimate
for the probability that, during a collision event of duration o
between a particle I and a particle S, a reaction S + I - 2I
occurs. We make use of the fact that the reaction is given by
a simple Poissonian process,52 which let us compute the
probability that a reaction takes place in the time interval o
as 1 � e�oa, under the assumption that the initial particle I
does not undergo transition to R in this time interval. The next
step to estimate c is to make an average over all possible
collision durations o – that we know is distributed exponentially
as indicated above – to express c as:

c v0; l; að Þ ¼
ð1
0

dopðoÞ 1� e�oað Þ ¼ ahoi
1þ ahoi: (14)

Thus, by inserting eqn (13) into eqn (14), we find that c =
(1 + k�1a�1vx0)�1.

4 Comparison with simulations

Let us start by analyzing an infinitely fast reaction rate a, which
let us take the limit a - N in eqn (14) and express c = 1. The

prediction is that for lball/lr c 1, by inserting eqn (11) into
eqn (7), we find rS* B v0

�1 (solid curve in Fig. 3(a)), while by
inserting eqn (12) into eqn (7) we obtain rS* B lv0

�2 (dashed
curves in Fig. 3(a)). In summary, there are at least two scalings
of rS* with v0, and a crossover between these two scalings at
lball/lr C 1. Fixing v0, the set of mean-field approximations
detailed above predicts that at large enough tumbling frequencies
l such that lball/lr { 1, rS* p l (dashed curves in Fig. 3(b)). As l is
decreased, the system should cross lball/lr = 1 and rS* becomes
independent of l, as confirmed by the horizontal solid lines in
Fig. 3(b).

Now, we move to finite reaction rates a, where the approx-
imations given above suggest that the spreading dynamics is
strongly affected by the average collision duration hoi through
eqn (14). The predictions are now rS* B vx�1

0 for the ballistic
regime, which consists of inserting eqn (11) and (14) into
eqn (7), and rS* B lvx�2

0 for the diffusive regime, obtained by
inserting eqn (12) and (14) into eqn (7).§ Fig. 4(a) shows a direct
comparison between the prediction for finite (dashed curves)
and infinitely fast reaction rates a (solid curves). In order to get a
direct understanding of the role of the probability c, we plot in
Fig. 4(b) H = rS*(a)/rS*(a-N) (let us recall that rS*(a-N) B v0

�1

and rS*(a - N) B lv0
�2 for the ballistic and diffusive

regimes, respectively). Thus, according to the approximations
developed in the previous sections, for both regimes, i.e.
ballistic and diffusive, H B (1 + k�1a�1vx0), see the solid curve
in Fig. 4(b).

In the following, we look for the critical active speed vc (and
the tumbling rate lc) above (below) which the active phase
should be observed. We are particularly interested in knowing,
given a set of parameters a, b, g, and d0, the behavior of vc with
the tumbling rate l. By inserting eqn (11) and (14) into eqn (7),
and considering rS* = 1, we derive a condition for vc which does
not depend on l; see horizontal lines in Fig. 5. Similarly, by
inserting eqn (12) and (14) into eqn (7), and under the same
condition, we find that vc is the solution of vc

2 � qlevxc = ql,

where q ¼ b 1
� ffiffiffiffiffi

d0
p
� 2r

� �2
and e = 1/a. In order to obtain a close

Fig. 2 Collision statistics. Average collision duration time hoi as a function
of the active speed v0. Symbols correspond to simulations, while the solid
line is a power-law fit, see eqn (13). The inset shows that p(o) is exponen-
tially distributed. The different curves correspond to various values of v0.

Fig. 3 Instantaneous transmission. (a) rS* vs. v0 for various values of l.
(b) rS* vs. l�1 for various values of v0. In (a) and (b), symbols correspond to
simulations, while solid lines correspond to the ballistic approximation
and dashed lines to the diffusive approximation. The absorbing state is
indicated by the horizontal dotted line.

‡ For l�1 smaller or equal to r/v0, we find that x B 0.5. This regime is out of the
scope of the current study and will be analyzed elsewhere. § In both cases, the factorization was performed assuming ak o vx0.
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expression for vc, we assume that e is small and x = 1 + d, with
|d| { 1, which leads to:

vc ¼
eql
2
þ ql 1þ e2ql

4

� �
 ��1=2
(15)

where terms proportional to ed have been neglected. For infinitely
fast reactions, e - 0, and vc p l1/2. Note that this result is
independent of d. For large, but finite reaction rates, eqn (15)
provides a good estimate of vc as shown in Fig. 5. Using eqn (10)
and the fact that the ballistic and diffusive approximations for
rS* coincide at the crossover point, we find vcross(lc), the solid
curve in Fig. 5.

5 Conclusions

We have studied, by combining individual-based simulations and
mean-field arguments, the dependency of the equilibrium densities

of particle species on motility parameters in an active system
consisting of self-propelled disks. Importantly, we consider a
reaction process with an absorbing and active state. For a finite
reaction rate a, we found that there are two distinct regimes
in the active phase with the active speed v0 and tumbling
frequency l that lead to steady state densities rS* p vx�1

0 and
rS* p lvx�2

0 for the ballistic and diffusive regimes, respectively.
For a given set of reaction rates a, b, and g, and density d0,
we have been able to compute the phase-diagram in terms of
motility parameters, namely vc and lc, that separates the
absorbing and active phases. These results were obtained from
a combination of stochastic simulations of the microscopic
dynamics and mean-field arguments. It is important to stress
that the developed mean-field arguments include information
on the spatial dynamics of the self-propelled disks. Moreover,
the results derived here cannot be obtained by a classical
reaction–diffusion process as reported in ref. 49, since these
approaches decouple particle motility and effective reaction
rates and assume that particle transport is always diffusive. A
word of warning: the here derived arguments neglect spatial
correlations among the particle species. At higher densities,
lower dimensions, and/or close to the critical point, deviations
between the derived mean-field arguments and simulations are
expected, and correlation and fluctuations should be taken into
account in order to obtain an accurate description of the system
dynamics along the lines explained in ref. 53 that makes use of
the formalism developed in ref. 54.

Here, we have shown that the (transient) behavior of the
active particles in between collisions plays a key role in under-
standing the equilibrium densities of particle species. While
here we considered only ballistic and diffusive regimes, we can
imagine a more general scenario where hx2ip tw with 1 r wr 2
that we expect to lead to different scalings of the equilibrium
densities with active speed v0 and tumbling frequency l.
Importantly, the presence of different transport regimes in systems
of active particles suggests that phase transitions into an absorbing
state do not necessarily fall into the directed percolation class or
related universality classes for active systems.27,29 Understanding in
which universality class fall ‘‘reactive’’ active systems with an
absorbing state remains a fundamental, challenging question that
can only be addressed by combining large-scale simulations and
renormalization group techniques, which we hope will be the
subject of future works.

The simple, but fundamental results reported in this study
represent a necessary first step towards a better understanding
on the spreading of information/signaling among actively
moving units, an issue of key importance in the context of
reaction processes and diseases,32,40–42 synchronization among
moving oscillators,55–59 organization of self-propelled particles
into collective motion,11,12,14–16,60 and several technological
and biomedical applications involving moving entities.61,62
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Fig. 4 Finite transmission – (a) rS(t -N) vs. v0 for various l values. Open
symbols correspond to simulations with a - N, while solid symbols
correspond to a = 1. The solid and dashed curves correspond to the
mean-field approximation for a - N and a = 1, respectively, in both the
ballistic and diffusive approximations. (b) H = rS*(a)/rS*(N) vs. v0 for
various l values. Simulations (symbols) follow the mean-field prediction
(solid curve) as soon as the system moves into the active phase.

Fig. 5 Phase diagram v vs. l�1. Symbols correspond to the absorbing-
active boundary as found in simulations. Dashed and dotted lines corre-
spond to the critical point (lc

�1, vc) predicted by the mean-field approxi-
mation for a-N and a = 1, respectively. The solid line, vcross, indicates the
crossover between ballistic and diffusive spreading.
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